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5mod.ru Games Action Anger of Stick 5: Zombie Copyright © 2020 - 5mod.ru - Copying materials from the web is strictly forbidden Download Guests can not request an update! Anger of Stick 5 is another part of the popular Stickman series. The user will again have to face a lot of zombies, which turned civilians. At his disposal a thin man will be a huge arsenal of means of
destruction and fists. Throughout the passage, the player meets with crowds walking dead, as well as uninfected residents who need help. You can fight through hordes of enemies alone or in the company of six allies, ready to cover your back and fight side by side. NESM Android 4.2 Version: 1.1.33 $0 Anger of Stick 5: Zombie (MOD, a lot of money) - incredibly popular games
about Stickmen spread around the world in a few days, and gained a large number of viewers and fans. The developers of this game have not decided to stop and created a sequel in which you as in all others will shoot, chop, and blow up all that will be on your way. You will not get bored in anger of stick 5 mod APK, because there are enough enemies, you can use weapons as
you wish, because there are 125 types of weapons. Updated on 1.1.33 .m. Andro-Mod Games Mod Anger of Stick 5: Zombies (MOD, Lots of Money) Developer (J-Park)AngerOfStick 2, Anger Of Stick 3, Anger Of Stick 4, Anger Of Stick 5 - Use different types of weapons that you can remove the enemy.- Gathering strong colleagues up to six people.- You can get the help of three
colleagues. и редим зомби.- Применить реалистичные двидения персонадей и обектов в сокрузении- Вы модете сбит врагов в редим трансформации Hulk одновременно.----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------'AngerOfStick' The world's most popular action game best stickman fighting game ' Anger stick5 : zombie '* Scenario: A
strange group of enemies appeared in the city and were using innocent people as experimental tools. Many people have turned into Zombies so that Чтобы оставлять комментарии, подалуйста авторизуйтесь. Используйте HappyMod для загрузки Mod APK с 3-кратной скоростььь. Скачать Anger Stick 5: Zombie Mod APK на HappyModDownload. Anger Stick 5: Zombie Mod
game is an action game with unlimited coins and gems. In this mod game, you can buy any weapon with coins. You can upgrade with gems. With this mod, this game will be easy for you! Sign in to social account: Not supported game online or offline: Offline Root Needed?: No license required?: No installation steps: 1) Download APKs on Happymod.com 2.) Install and enjoy. Anger
Stick 5: Zombie мод Download Anger of Stick 5: Zombie V1.1.8 (MOD, неограниченно денег ) Характеристики: MOD, неограниченно денег Anger of Stick 5: Zombie (MOD, много денег) . Невероятно популярные игры о человечках распространились по всему миру за считанные дни и завоевали большое количество аудитории и поклонников. Разработчики этой
игры не решили останавливаться и создали расширения, в которых вы, как и все остальные, будете стрелять, взламывать и взрывать все, что будет на вашем пути. Скука в этой игре не нужна, так как врагов достаточно, вы можете использовать оружие по своему усмотрению, так как есть 125 орудий. Скачать информация Размер 29.6MB Версия 1.1.8
Версия Code 108 язык af am ar az be bg bn bs ca cs da de el en-GB es es-US et eu fa fi fr-CA gl gu hi hr hu hy in is it iw i ka kk km kn ko ky lo lt lv mk ml mn mr ms my nb ne nl pa pl pt-BR pt-PT ro ru si cs sq sr sv sw ta te tl tr uk your uz vi zh-CN zh-HK zh-TW zu разречение INTERNET ACCESS_WIFI_STATE ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE BILLING VIBRATE RECEIVE Текст
разречения ДРУГОЕ: applications to open network adapters. Allows apps to access Wi-Fi network information. Allows apps to access network information. Allows access to the vibrator. Operating Systems Min Sdk 14 Min Sdk Txt Android 4.0,4.0.1,4.0.2 (ICE_CREAM_SANDWICH) Target Sdk 28 Target Sdk Txt Android 9.0 Multiple Windows None supports screens small,
Normally, large, XLarge Cpu arm64-v8a armeabi-v7a Open Gl Int 0 supports any density Yes Density 160, 240, 320, 480 User uses features Wi-Fi Hardware features: The application uses network functions 802.11 (Wi-Fi) on the device. The use of implicit functions are different. The application uses a global mobile system (GSM) radio system. The app uses 802.11 (Wi-Fi)
functionality on your device. Signature 3ADA5333C68FBA2DCDC7816EAD644A47 Signature FD7A95648FF46FB1ACAB854ACFE1BF97ECF92 3 46 Sha256 1CBD2D0548BB11026D9AB4DBAD4A2C9405CE796235D4003BCF0A0 AED8BFE0C98 Valid from Tue Jan 24 14:11:10 CET 2017 Until: Fri 10 Jun 10 15:11:10 CEST 2 044 Serial number 83b12c6eac0de641 developer
A1 Ou A1 organization A1 scene action Lazyland Country RU City Lazyland Many people turned into zombies as a result of an explosion in a secret laboratory. Your hero must save the whole world from this monster epidemic. Gameplay game takes you on a fascinating journey where you are - just reliable humanity in destroying evil zombies. To buy weapons, ammunition in the
game you have to accumulate gold coins. To get these coins, you must successfully go through different stages. Gems are used to improve weapons and improve health and skills. Gems can be used to continue the game if you die halfway. First, think at the entry level of weapons. The stronger ones can be unlocked after reaching a certain level. Features of the game. To play
much more exciting, the game contains not one, but two specially created game modes that present users with a lot of new features. The user can enjoy the game in one game mode, where he prepares for war by collecting soldiers and weapons, or they can go into a specially created mode that allows you to shoot at a large number of zombies. The main goal, along with the
destruction of zombies - is to gain points of experience. They allow you to improve your game and climb the stairs. This is in order to unlock game levels with higher complexity, allowing the user to test game skills. The game is designed to be very realistic. The game is developed by many amazing moves and realistic actions that play a big role in fun and interactive games. Read
more: Android version required: 4.0 or later Age limits: 12 q Russian localization: No cache installation: No need Our score: 7 out of 10 Our YouTube channel Subscribe to our YouTube channel! YouTube channel!
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